Multidisciplinary management of apical fenestration by dens invaginatus: Report of a clinical case
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Abstract
Dens invaginatus is a developmental anomaly that results in an invagination of the enamel organ into the dental papilla prior to calcification of the dental tissues. Apical fenestration is defined as a defect in which the apices perforate the mucosa and are exposed to the oral cavity. These anomalies require a multidisciplinary management in order to give a better prognosis to the patient, since it acts as a retentive area of biofilm, affecting and deteriorating pulp and per radicular health. In this article we present a clinical case of apical fenestration by dens invaginatus in right upper lateral incisor, we describe different techniques for its management in which the participation of two specialties is incorporated: endodontic and periodontics, with the aim of recovering periodontal and per apical health.
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Introduction
Dens invaginatus is a developmental anomaly that results in a deepening or invagination of the enamel organ in the dental papilla before calcification of the dental tissues [1]. Its prevalence ranges from 0.04 to 10%, being more recurrent in the upper incisors. The finding of dens invaginatus is more common in men than in women with a 2:1 ratio [2,3,4]. Several classifications have been described, however Oehlers, in 1958, classified them according to the radiographic level of the root involved; type I: it is confined within the clinical crown and does not extend beyond the level of the amelocemental junction, type II extends into the pulp chamber, but remains within the root canal without communication with the periodontal ligament; type IIIA: extends through the root and communicates laterally with the periodontal ligament space, and type IIIB: the invagination extends through the root and communicates the periodontal ligament at the apical foramen. (Figure 1) [1,12]. Early diagnosis requires thorough clinical knowledge, advanced radiographic evaluation, use of Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) and microscopy, which dictate the success of endodontic treatment of such teeth.

Fig 1: Classification -Dens Invaginatus (Oehlers 1958)
Yang defines fenestration as a defect or bony window through which the root of the tooth emerges, and it is considered labial, mucosal, or apical fenestration when the apices perforate the mucosa and are exposed to the oral cavity \cite{6}. Its etiology can be multifactorial, due to caries, trauma, restoration, root anatomy, developmental anomalies, chronic per apical pathologies, malocclusion \cite{7}.

**Clinical Case**

28-year-old female patient, systemically healthy, who came for dental consultation to the Periodontics Clinic of the Autonomous University of Coahuila, Torreón Unit, referring to her main reason for consultation as "I have a small hole in my gum". The clinical examination revealed malocclusion, fluorosis, apical fenestration on the buccal side of the right upper lateral incisor, accumulation of bacterial plaque dental calculus and erythematous area around this dental organ. (Figure 2).

Due to the inflammation and the erythematous area around the right upper lateral incisor, it was decided to perform dental prophylaxis and scaling and smoothing in the area. Due to the fact that the lesion did not diminish, it was decided to have the erythematous tissue analyzed, for which an incisional biopsy was obtained, which in the histopathological analysis was diagnosed as a chronic inflammatory process, caused by the fenestration and the presence of an apical lesion. (Figure 4)

The patient was referred to the Endodontic Department for evaluation based on the classification of the American Association of Endodontic (AAE) suggested as "pulp necrosis with chronic apical abscess" and according to Ohelers classification as dens invaginatus class I and III. Therefore, the definitive diagnosis was primary endodontic disease with secondary periodontal involvement in the right upper lateral incisor, which is located 1/3 outside the vestibular table.

**Endodontic Management**

At the first appointment, an ultraconservative endodontic access (truss access) was performed using CBCT and microscopy (Figure 5). It was instrumented with K-flex hand files, as recommended by Ohelers, intra-canal medication (Ultra Cal) was placed. In the second appointment, a final
irrigation protocol was final irrigation medication was placed and an apical seal was placed with Mineral Trioxide Aggregate (MTA). At the third appointment, final obscuration was performed with the continuous wave technique (Figure 5C).  

**Fig 5:** A) Truss Access; B) Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT)

**Surgical phase**

For the planning of the surgical phase, the fenestration was evaluated topographically, which resulted in a bone fenestration of 7 mm. A semilunar flap was designed and extended from upper right central incisor to first upper right premolar to have a good visibility and preserve the interdental papillae. Due to the length of the fenestration and according to the planning previously reviewed, a 5 mm root resection was made from the apex leaving a straight cut with respect to the axial axis to ensure the least amount of filtration; followed by a 3 mm box and retrograde obscuration with MTA (Figure 6). Finally, to cover the 2 mm that were exposed, a 7x20 mm free gingival graft was obtained from the palatal area, simple stitches were made to suture the graft to the periosteal with Vycril 4-0 and then horizontal mattress stitches with Nylon 4-0.

**Fig 6:** A) 5 mm resection of the apex with diamond bur. B) Retrograde Obscuration with MTA. C) Free epithelial graft obtained from the palate. D) Free epithelial graft sutured with simple stitches and horizontal mattress in the recipient bed

**Fig 7:** Clinical and radiographic control 3 months after surgery and free gingival graft

**Discussion**

The incidence of dens invaginatus ranges from 0.04 to 10%. In the article by Alani 2008 (3) he reported a predilection for the male gender and the lateral incisor (5); in our work we show a lateral tooth but of female gender, which makes it a case with a lower incidence. In 2004 Hamasha and Al-Omari 2004 found a class I dens invaginatus in the upper left lateral incisor and recommended the use of CBCT as a diagnostic aid for treatment planning (8).  

The treatment of the dens invaginatus should be individualized in each case, depending on the endodontic and periodontal characteristics and the classification in which it is found. In our patient manual files were used as recommended by Heelers, since he mentions avoiding the use of rotary instrumentation, due to the complex anatomy of these types of teeth, which can increase the risk of fracture of the instrument (9). Irrigation was handled meticulously, leaving two millimeters before the working length. Rosas 2021 reported a high rate of accidents with hypochlorite in teeth with apical fenestrations (10). Smith recommends the use of plasticized gutta percha technique for this type of classification, which agrees with our treatment (9).

**Conclusion**

Dens invaginatus and apical fenestration require multidisciplinary management in order to give a better prognosis to the patient, since it acts as a biofilm retentive area, affecting and deteriorating pulp and per radicular health. The present case describes a rare situation in which a mucosal fenestration developed in the right upper lateral incisor due to chronic per apical inflammation caused by dens invaginatus, which was successfully treated with a combination of periodontics and endodontic with a combination of root canal treatment, apicectomy and free gingival graft, is a viable treatment to reestablish periodontal and per apical health.
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